
When my email pinged with a notification from the Busi-
ness of  Fashion¹ that PANTONE had chosen the Color of  the 
Year, a myriad of  hues entered my mind before I clicked on 
the hyperlink. A sleek silver shade to reflect the growth of  
technology, maybe even a color that incorporates holograph-
ic tones to mirror the sun reflecting off of  the backs of  our 
monochromatic devices. After the Color Institute chose a 
Millennial pink-inspired Rose Quartz in 2017, I even thought 
about a Color of  the Year that reflects our new infatua-
tion with Gen Z yellow. Perhaps a canary or lemon shade? 
   What I hadn’t expected to see was a fish next to a bright, 
peachy stalk of  coral, both floating happily in the clear, tur-
quoise ocean. PANTONE’s Color of  the Year is a shade called 
“Living Coral,” and the reef  in the featured clip is quite liter-
ally bubbling with life, a stark contrast to the bleach-white hue 
that comes to mind when one mentions our polluted oceania. 
   “Sociable and spirited,” PANTONE’s  webpage² states, 
“The engaging nature of  PANTONE 16-1546 Living Coral 
welcomes and encourages lighthearted activity. Symboliz-
ing our innate need for optimism and joyful pursuits, PAN-
TONE 16-1546 Living Coral embodies our desire for playful 
expression.” While many people are grateful for the Color 
Institute’s cheery tone— CNN gushes about the shade, stat-
ing that “To us, Living Coral feels like that fresh, vibrant hue 
that we’re all looking for to kick off the new year, especially 
when we’re trying to escape from the cold dreariness of  win-
ter”—  some are downright angry about the annual choice. 
Christina Cauterucci writes in Slate Magazine³, “As forests 
burn, reefs wither, and far-right politicians turn lush carbon 
sinks into hubs for methane emission, why must Pantone taunt 
us by praising the life-affirming nature of  all the stuff that’s 
dying?!” Other critics agree with Cauterucci and feel rather 
defeated by PANTONE’s attempt to uplift us. “The more I 
look at this supposedly zen colour, the sadder I feel,” Jona-
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than Jones admits in The Guardian⁴. “I think strident yellow or 
sickly green might have been more honest and more alive.” 
   This notion of  honesty makes me pause, and I wonder about 
the responsibility the Color Institute really has to secure an 
honest image from the public. For twenty years, PANTONE 
has used trend analysis and extensive research in order to cap-
ture the world’s mood with a simple hue, but a single color 
can’t possibly cover the multitude of  opinions and outlooks of  
our world’s ever-growing population. With an overwhelming-
ly large number of  beliefs about political and social concerns 
the question becomes: does PANTONE have a responsibility 
to tackle these global issues, or is it merely enough for them 
to inspire us to view the world through coral-colored glasses? 
   It’s not the first time PANTONE has expressed their Col-
or of  the Year in light of  social issues. Previous colors such 
as the first ever dual shade— Rose Quartz and Serenity— of  
2016 reflects a blend of  gender fluidity and gender equal-
ity. The 2017 choice, Greenery, commented on the vulnera-
bility of  our world’s forests and inspired us to recognize the 
beauty of  the natural world. So why does there seem to be so 
much backlash about Living Coral and its optimistic nature? 
   Because PANTONE’s mission is to capture our global mood 
each year using color, it may be unfair for them to take the more 
optimistic approach, as not everyone wishes to be distracted. 
I’ll admit that simply giving in to the balming effect of  Living 
Coral is easier on the conscience, but that seems to be exactly 
why critics are so against it. Laurie Pressman, Vice President 
of  the Color Institute, told The Associated Press that “With every-
thing that’s going on today, we’re looking for those humanizing 
qualities because we’re seeing online life dehumanizing a lot of  
things. We’re looking toward those colors that bring nourish-
ment and the comfort and familiarity that make us feel good. 
It’s not too heavy. We want to play. We want to be uplifted.” 
Pressman’s testimonial sounds like a call to action, one that is 
urging us to become more optimistic about the world despite 

the chaos we’ve faced over the last year. However, this call to 
action seems to be an easy way out that masks the chaos, that 
distracts us with desert hues and saturated screens rather than 
admitting the impending doom we feel in our current politi-
cal climate and encouraging change. It seems as though PAN-
TONE took the side of  the optimists this year; it only makes 
sense that realists like Christina Cauterucci are angry about it. 
I can practically feel her seething anger through my computer 
screen, she quips in her Slate article⁵, “I want the Colors of  the 
Year to populate my closet, not the Earth’s in memoriam reel.” 
   But the items that populate our closets do comment on po-
litical and social issues. It’s no new phenomenon that fashion 
and political statements can be one and the same these days. 
In fact, just this New York Fashion Week, designers such as 
Kerby Jean-Raymond of  Pyper Moss and Christian Siriano⁶ 
have used their labels as mediums to convey their political and 
social views. Jean-Raymond specifically sent a model down 
the runway with “Stop Calling 911 on the Culture” on her 
tee, highlighting the issue of  police brutality, while Siriano 
designed a graphic tee that read, “Vote for Cynthia,” which 
endorsed Cynthia Nixon for New York’s governor. Clearly, 
many designers and fashion houses believe they have a respon-
sibility to view their clothing as a medium for social change. 
   With a platform that is visible to so many, it makes sense why 
these designers have chosen to use their influence in society to 
send a political message. Even though not every brand sends so-
cial change initiatives down the runway, they should at the very 
least acknowledge the power they have to help bring awareness 
to issues that some populations might ignore.  So with respect 
to Cauterucci, do Earth’s memoriam reel and the items that 
populate our closets have to be mutually exclusive? Or can 
PANTONE incorporate the issue of  climate change into the 
Color of  the Year in a way that is tasteful and sparks action? 
   PANTONE’s Color of  the Year influences many products 
and fashion houses to incorporate this year’s highly researched 
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color. The PANTONE website even states that previous an-
nual colors have “influenced product development and pur-
chasing decisions in multiple industries, including fashion, 
home furnishings, and industrial design, as well as product, 
packaging, and graphic design.” If  PANTONE influenc-
es fashion, and many designers feel they should complicate 
and question the status quo through couture, should we give 
PANTONE that same responsibility we give these brands that 
dominate fashion week? If  they do have a similar responsibility, 
perhaps that is the reason why critics have become so upset 
by the Color Institute’s lack of  fiery passion for sustainabili-
ty initiatives. Their “escapism,” as Cauterucci puts it, seems 
nonchalant for an industry that has proven itself  to be so inte-
gral in inspiring the masses to become champions for change. 
   As I’m scrolling through the onslaught of  New Year’s sales, 
I can’t help but find myself  searching for some Living Coral 
separates as well. From an Elder Statesman⁷ cashmere sweat-
er to a pair of  square-toed mules by LOQ⁸, it seems that 
I’m drawn to the shade PANTONE has assured is lively and 
nurturing and critics have deemed as flippant and insincere. 
   Before I invest in a new cream blush that’s a little more on the 
peachy side than I’m used to, I decide that maybe the 2019 Col-
or of  the Year has a dual purpose. For a shade that reminds us 
just as much of  a beach at sunset as it does a terracotta home in 
the desert (and makes us want to immediately book a vacation 
to both), Living Coral also forces us to realize that our current 
political and social climate is anything but paradise. Perhaps 
PANTONE has a similar responsibility to high-fashion in that 
it should not only attempt to uplift the eternal optimists with 
beauty and nostalgia, but also to inspire the activists to provide 
the masses with a much-needed wake-up call. Like fashion, 
PANTONE must remember to incorporate beautiful imag-
es and silhouettes without minimizing any of  society’s pain. 
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